1) Policies

Beyond its routine duties the Foundations Board (henceforth, FB) followed the discussions of the 'Working Group on FS', which has submitted its report directly to the GEC. Further, at the request of the Chair of the System Foundations Board, the FB nominated three representatives from UHM, one for each of the foundations areas, to participate in the 'System Foundations Working Groups'.

2) Proposal Review

The FB received two requests for five-year renewal of designation. Both were approved without request for revision. These were:

   LLL 150  Literature for Social Change            FG
   Math 112  Mathematics for Elementary Teachers II  FS

The FB did not receive any requests for designation removal.

The FB did not receive any requests for new designations.

3) Transfer Requests

The FB received two requests for evaluation of transfer credit. A request for FGB credit was granted. A request for FS credit was denied.

4) Multi-Campus Foundations Board

The Multi-Campus Foundations Board met on April 30, 2010. In attendance were representatives of HCC, LCC, UHM, UHWO, KapCC; representatives from WCC, UH-Maui College and KauCC attended by teleconference.

There were two main agenda items. First, the Board discussed and decided to further pursue the idea of having a single website listing all Foundations approved courses at the individual campuses, together with the date of their next expected renewal.

Second, there was brief discussion about the appropriate process for changing or proposing changes to the Hallmarks.
5) Ongoing Concerns and Issues

Establishing a process for changing the Hallmarks may become an issue in the near future.